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MIXED AND DIRECTIONAL DERIVATIVES

W. CHEN AND Z. DITZIAN

(Communicated by William J. Davis)

Abstract. The estimate

akf(x)

oír "Oí*
< sup

Í

Okf(x)

d£,k

is proved for various spaces of functions over domains in Rd , where df/d£i

is the directional derivative of / in the {, direction and £i,...,£t are any k

directions.

1. Introduction

Estimates of mixed derivatives by directional derivatives were proved (im-

plicitly) in the effort to characterize the A^-functional of the pair (L , Wr) (see

[1, Ch. 5]). Though this fact is not stated explicitly, the Kemperman Lemma

(see [1, Lemma 4.11, p. 338]) actually implies for a domain D which is nice

enough

< C(Â;)sup
í

:i.i)
dkf

»£,•■•«&
Lp(D)

dkf

dC
LP(D)

with C(k) that increases geometrically with k (see[l,Ch. 5]). In this paper we

will show that C(k) can be replaced by 1, which is obviously the best possible

constant, as the directions ¿j,,... ,£. are any k directions, or unit vectors,

in R . We remark also that here the assumption that D is open in R is

sufficient. Furthermore, the result is valid for many other spaces, as will be

shown in §5. We hope that this inequality will help in settling other problems,

for example the investigation of the still open problem of best constant for the

multivariate Landau-Kolmogorov inequality (see [2]). We further believe that

(1.1) with the elegant best constant C(k) = 1 is desirable by itself.

2. The local result

The local version of the result of this paper is given in the following theorem,

which is essentially the basis for all other results of the paper.
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Theorem 2.1. Suppose (d ' /dÇ )f(x) exists and is continuous in a neighbour-

hood U c R of xQ for any direction ¿j. Then the mixed derivative

(d /(dçj, ■ • ■ d£,k))f(x) exists, is continuous in a neighbourhood of x0, and

(2.1)
d

»il

d_
f(xo) < sup

Í
-fix.)

Remark. We note that ¿j(. are any k directions in R  .

We  observe  that  Theorem  2.1   implies  for an  open  domain   D   and

(dk/dc;k)f(x) G C(D) that

and

(2.2)
d

öfi K

d

■fix)

-^-f(x) G C(D)

< sup
C(D) Í

J?) /W
C(D)

We will actually prove the result for the spaces of functions L(D) and C(D)

simultaneously.

Theorem 2.2. Suppose f&B, (dk/dÇk)f g B for all ¿j and \\dkf/dc;k\\B < M,
where either B = L (D)   1 < p < oo or B = C(D), D being an open set in

R  . Then

and

(2.3)

d

K
fGB

d
kf{x) < sup

B Í

d
757      /(*)

Remark 2.3. It sufficient to prove that

and

(2.4)
d

oil

9 ö   /■<=/?

oí,■fix) < sup Wf{x)

where 5E = L (D£) or Z?£ = C(DE) and where

(2.5) D = {x;x + 5(e) c D),       B(e) = {y;||y|| < e}

and is the Euclidean norm in R   . That the inequality (2.3) implies (2.4)

is clear for B = C(D) and follows from the theorem on monotone convergence

for B = Lp(D).
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For the proof which will be carried through in §4 using several lemmas stated

and proved in §3, we need the following concepts. For a function space on

domain D, S(D) we define the transformations

(2.6) T(y)f(x) = f(x + y),       T(y): S(D) - S(D - y)

and

(2.7)
\f(x) = (T(y) - I)f(x) = f(x + y) - f(x),       Ay : S(D) -> S(D n(D- y)).

In the next section, and when proving Theorem 2.2, S(D) will be L (DJ

or C(Dt) where Dt would be D£ and its translates. We give (2.6) and (2.7)

in the present generality to accommodate some remarks in §5.

3. Some crucial lemmas

We first prove the following equivalence result.

Lemma 3.1. Suppose f G LAD) or f g C(D). Then the derivative

_d_    _d_
oí, 'X

exists in LAD) or C(D) as a local strong derivative if and only if

(3.1) a-*4k,-A*

for every e > 0. In this case

(3.1) h-kAh(i---Ah(J(x)^g(x)    in   Lp(De) or C(De)

8{x)=w:"oTkf{x)

a.e. in De for B = LAD) and everywhere in D£ for B - C(D).

Remark. For A small enough, which depends on e, Ahi ■ ■ ■ Ahi   is defined on

Proof. By the repeated application of the mean value theorem, we see that the

first assumption implies the second for the space of continuous functions. For

the space L the same argument is used essentially, and we write for |A| < e/k ,

xgD£

(3-2) h'kAhii-.-Ah(J(x)

= h~ Jo T{Uk^k)L   "L T{"lil)di ...¿^/Wv--^a-e-

Obviously, the operator Oh: Lp(D) —y Lp(D£) given by

Oh = h-k f  fiu&if       f  T(uxix)dux---duk
Jo Jo       Jo

is bounded, and

H<V - P\\ljdc) -> °       for a11 9 e LP(D)-
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(3.3)

We now show that for g(x) given by (3.1) and |/(| < e/k

1      .
t  . . . t     'lil
'l     lk

■WM

1 r'k r'k-\ r'i

= --- /    T(ukc;k) ■••/    T(u¿x)g(x)dux---duk
li'"lk Jo Jo Jo

a.e. in D2e when g in (3.1) is in LADA   1 < p < oo, and everywhere in D

when g G C(De). To show (3.3) we observe that for \t¡\ < e/k

i        r'k n
O.

2e

tk-tk        t
L i

r'k r'i

T I    T(u£k>--- /    T(uxc\x)dux---duk
lk Jo Jo

is a bounded transformation from Lp(De) to L (D2e)   (I < p < oo) or from

C(D£) to C(D2e). In fact for t. small enough

(3-4) \\Otr.,kfP\\Be<\\<P\\B

and

(3.5) lim UpL    ,*(*.)-*(x)||Bc = 0,

no matter what order of t. we use in the limit. This implies

°ti..,Mx) lim A    0,   , A,, •A^/W

= lima
/i^O h,...,h (_L- A',i, WM

. /      'líilk
WM

for x € D2(.. We now write

^)=lirn...lirnO/i..,^(x)

= lim • • • lim-A, ,
,,_o     r*—o fj - - ■ i&   '»«i W<*>
_9_ /(•*)

in Lp(D2A or in C(D2e), which implies our result,     o

Lemma 3.2. Theorem 2.2 w vízA'úí vw'/A a constant C(k) instead of 1, ¿Aa/ is

(3.6)
d d

oí,    oí. /
'_ô_y

b

Proof. We have to prove the analogue of (2.4) with a constant C(k) that does

not depend on e. This follows the Kemperman lemma ([1, p. 338]) which

yields

(3.7) IIa«, =   £  (-ir^)A;
SC{l,...,fc}1=1
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where the sum is on all the subsets S of {I, ... ,k},  \S\ is the number of

elements in S

hs = hY,^j and hs = hY.j~x^j-
jes jes

We choose A such that 2kh < e so that the transformation on the right and

on the left of (3.5) is from B to B£. The constant can now be estimated, but

there is no use for it as eventually the constant 1 will be achieved,     ü

Lemma 3.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2,

9"
/

is continuous in i\i.

Proof. For our purposes it is probably sufficient to prove that

if
d^-dt -f

Be

is continuous in ^ , but the result is valid as stated and may be useful in the

future. We can assume the change is in t\x . Let £* -£, = ön where n is a unit

vector. By earlier consideration

a o
di     dL

f(x) II* AAíAí/wiU < j

for í = Í, and £, = C\  for e and A small enough. Using (3.4), we now write

IIA    Ahi, ■\ikf(x)\\Bc-\\h-KA hi¡Ah(i--.Ahikf(x) Iß,:

<

<â

<ô

áM^WV-Aí/W ß,

o d   d d
sh,h,...,hdrjdç        Q*

d  d       d

dndc;2 "' dikJ

f

< ôC(k) sup
dkf

dC

The last inequality follows from Lemma 3.2.   The result is easily concluded

from the above estimate,   o

4. Proof of the main result

We are now able to prove the main result, i.e. Theorem 2.2

Proof of Theorem 2.2. The proof follows by induction on k . For k = 2 we use

the identity

(4- ' ) \iAhr, = AÎ(i + „)/2 - T(hnWh[i_tl)l2 ,
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set (for Sïr,)   £, = (<? + f/)/||í + r,\\ = (Í + i/)/2a , if, = {Ç - n)/K ~ n\\ =

(Í - ?7)/2A (where the norms are the Euclidean norm of R ), and recall

(4.2) a2 + b2 =
£ + r¡

+
Z-1 = 2 + = 1.

Using Lemma 3.1, (4.1), (4.2) and A < e/4, we have

d_d_

dÇdn
fix)

Bt
= lirn\\h-2AhiAhr}f\\Bc

-2 .2 -2 ,2

< limSa\\h-A¡(J\\Bí + b^\\h-^ht¡if\\BJ
A—0

< sup
i

a2/

a2/

+ AZ
a2/

«iff

ai"

and therefore,

(4.3)
d_d_f

< <a
d2f

<
+ A¿ Ö2/

ÔifÎ
< sup

í

a2/

a^

We proceed with the induction hypothesis on 0 < m < k to obtain

d d
I =   sup

ii.... Ak dL       d£ -f

<      sup
( ,ím+l ,— Ak

d y   a       a
dt)    K»i'"Kk

f

< sup
k—m

-Y(-)   /
= I(m) < I.

We observe, using Lemma 3.3, that maximum can replace supremum in both

I(m) and /. We need to show that for some direction Ç

I = I(m) —/dCkJ

Given 0 < m < k , we have for some ¡t, and n

I = I(m) =
p.m    ftk—m

m c..k-mdCd
f

n

If í = n, the theorem is proved, and therefore, we assume í ±- n. If k is even,

we choose m so that 2m = k , and using the first inequality in (4.3) repeatedly,
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we have

dm    dm

m a..m

<
£

1=0

dCdn

m \     2l,2m-21
,    1

/

p.21     o2m—2/

d£dn2m-
Tif

<a
2m

,2m

d$2m f
/^  ( m\     2l,2m-2l\   j

and as a2 + b2 = 1, we have

m-\   /
El m \     2l,2m-21

Í  /  \a  b
i=o y

1 -a
2m

and therefore,

/ =
,2m

ai 2m A
For odd k we construct a sequence {mi,£i,n¡} such that 0 < mi < k ,

(4.4) / = I{mt) =
d"" d

k — m¡

aC dr¡k~mif

and the angle between {. , and ni+x is half the angle between Ç, and nr For

m¡ < k/2 we choose £.+ , = (£, + i/.)/^. + ^H, ff.+ 1 = if. and m ¿+i 2m,.,

while for m(. > k/2 we choose ii+1  = £,.,   »f,.+1 = (<*,. + >f,-)/||i,- + fyll  and
2(fc - m,.).   To show that (4.4) is valid for i + 1, we write forwi+i

m¡ < k/2

and hence

C = (í,-r/,)/||í;-^,||    and   a, = I||i, + r,,||,

m,

/=o v     7
,2m,     r,k — 2m¡

2,m¡-l
ç.21      Q2m,-2/     Q/c-2m,
do a

ai2!, ac
2m,-2/ g   k-2m, f

<<*,2m, 9'
:2maCl'aCk—2m¡f + (l-a2m')I.

The case w, > /c/2 is symmetric. As ||i( - rç(|| —> 0, Lemma 3.3 yields our

theorem.   □

5. Extensions to other function spaces and other domains

As Theorem 2.2 is valid for C(D) for all open sets D, it is valid for C(R ).

From this we may deduce the result to a Banach space of functions or general-

ized functions on R   for which translation is an isometry, that is

(5.1) \\T(y)f(-)\\B = \\f(- + y)\\B = \\f(-)\\B.
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Translation is called strongly, weakly or weakly * continuous if T(y)f - f —> 0

(as ||y|| —y 0) in the strong, weak or weak * topology, respectively (the last only

when X* = B , for some Banach space X).

Theorem 5.1. Suppose B is a Banach space of functions or generalized func-

tions on R for which translation is a strongly, weakly or weakly * continuous

isometry. Then dk f/dif G B for all í implies dkf/(dix---dik) g B where

derivatives are taken in the strong, weak or weak * sense, respectively, and

9'

Proof. We define

F(x) = (f(x + -),g(-))

for g G B* in case the strong or weak result is proved, and for g G X, X* -

B in case the weak* result is proved. We set \\g\\B. = 1 or HgH^ = 1,

respectively, and write

dKF(-)

9L--dL
< sup

C(R<')

dkF(-

dC
< sup

C(R<>)

dkf(-

dC

As

9"
a<* ■■■61

-F(0)

is given for any g,

dkf

aii---a<L
exists and we may choose gc such that

F
9"

aç,---ai,
C(Rä)

d"

dL-OL
■F(0)

ai

>

_9^_

k

f(-),gt(-)

d

dL--ÔL ■f - e

with any e > 0 .    ü

Remark 5.2. Theorem 5.1 applies to Loo(R ) as translation is weakly * contin-

uous isometry in that space.

Remark 5.3. For an open set Q. for which a function / G Wr(Çl)  can be

extended to F G Wp(Rä), that is F(x)

m(dQ) — 0, we have

f(x) for x G Cl and for which
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The same is valid for the norms C(Q) and C(Q) if Q is such that / G Cr(il)

can be extended to F G Cr(R ). Such extensions are discussed extensively

elsewhere (see [3] and [4]).

Remark 5.4. In Theorem 2.2, L (Q) can be replaced by any Banach space of

functions on Q, B(Q) which satisfy:

(1) \f(x)\ > \g(x)\ for x G Q implies ||/||a(fl) > \\g\\B(il),

(2) \\°lr-,kf\\B(nc) ^ UWb(Q)   for h sma11 enough

and

(3) H/Il,«,, < M   implies Km ||/||5(a) = ||/||B(n).

It is easy to see that properties (1), (2) and (3) are satisfied by many spaces

and are not particular to L .

Remark 5.5. As (R ) = Cl satisfies the condition in Remark 5.3, (5.3) is

valid for C(R ), and therefore, the method of Theorem 5.1 will imply validity

for any Banach spaces on R ̂  for which translation T(y) for y G R+ is a

contraction which is strongly, weakly or weakly * continuous.
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